Reflo
Smart Cup
flow-controlled drinking cup
A smart alternative to “sippy” cups

www.reflo.net
Proudly made in the

United States
of America
Thank you for purchasing a Reflo Smart
Cup… a smart alternative to “sippy”
cups, which have been associated with
speech delays and dental problems.

Instructions
Be sure to wash your new cup and
Reflo insert before using.
How to assemble and use:
1. Add up to six ounces of pulp-free
beverage to the cup. (See Fig. 1)
2. Place the Reflo insert evenly into the
cup with tabs facing up.
3. Apply firm pressure to the insert for a
secure fit.
4. You’re ready to use your new Reflo
cup. Your child can drink from any
portion of the rim as you would
normally use a regular drinking cup.
Removal of the insert:
1. Simply twist and pull out.

Please read and follow all instructions
and tips for proper use and care of your
new Reflo Smart Cup.

Your Reflo Smart Cup…
…should not be used for hot liquids or
drinks containing pulp or thickeners.
…is dishwasher safe, BPA free and
designed for better hygiene with no
valves/parts to trap germs and debris.
…has all translucent components so it’s
easy to see contents for training purposes, safety and convenience.
…does not pose the speech and dental
risks associated with “sippy” cups.
…is splash resistant when shaken,
making it well-suited for cup holders
on strollers and in your vehicle.
…is not spill proof when tipped or
dropped, much like any regular cup.
…Will operate the same regardless of
what part of the rim your child drinks
from, just like any regular cup but with
the added benefit of flow control.

This revolutionary innovation will teach
your child how to use a standard
drinking cup without big spills,
The cup and insert are both BPA-free.
phthalate-free and dishwasher safe.

Tips and Features

Fig. 1
Do not fill
above this
height before
putting insert
in place

…is designed for parents concerned
about providing their children with a
safer, smarter way to learn how to
drink from an open-rimmed cup.
…Not for throwers, cups may crack if
thrown or dropped onto hard surfaces
such as tile floors.

Visit us at www.reflo.net to…
… Find store locations that carry Reflo
Smart Cups.
… Buy Reflo Smart Cups or replacement parts.
… Read reviews from parents and
health care professionals.
… Ask questions or submit your own
comments or Reflo success stories.

GUARANTEE
Your Reflo Smart Cup is guaranteed
to be free of manufacturer defects.
Should a defect be found, please
contact us online at www.reflo.net
for a free product replacement.
You may also contact us by mail at:
Reflo Ltd
2867 E Pleasant Valley Rd.
Seven Hills, Ohio 44131

About us… Reflo is a small, family-run
business started in 2010 by a mom and
dad who realized the need for a better
way to teach their three children to drink
from open cups. After years of ideas and
planning, Reflo was born and is quickly
gaining popularity around the world!
Thanks for your support and enjoy our
great product!

Sincerely, Pete & Lisa

